We prove the existence of a semilinear representation of Cellular Automata (CA) with the introduction of multiple convolution kernels. Examples of the technique are presented for rules akin to the "edge-of-chaos" including the Turing universal rule 110 for further utilization in the area of reservoir computing. We also examine the significance of their dual representation on a frequency or wavelength domain as a superposition of plane waves for distributed computing applications including a new proposal for a "Hologrid" that could be realized with present Wi-Fi/Li-Fi technologies.
Introduction
Distributed computing has a long history running the full half of the previous century and its development went hand in hand with the rise of connectionist paradigm out of the study of both natural and artificial neural networks [1] . Perhaps one of the first application of holographic principles in general computation are to be found in the entirely original method of tearing by Kron [2] , later termed "Diakoptics", which was invented for the efficient solution of large electrical networks by decomposition. This was initially formalized by Roth [3] , [4] , [5] and later analyzed by Weinzweig [6] and others [7] , [8] , [9] in topological terms based on a homology-cohomology chain pair revealing the existence of so called, "twisted isomorphisms" between kernels and cokernels at successive chain levels. Its intrinsic relationship with a version of Huygen's principle and holography were further elaborated in the work of Bowden [10] , [11] , [12] . Similar thoughts can be traced at the foundations of General Systems Logical Theory (GSLT) by Jessel and Resconi [13] , [14] , [15] while another direction appears in the analysis of distributed computation as a hierarchy by Manthey [16] , [17] , [18] .
At about the same time these original works appeared, parallels at the corssroads of the emerging cognitive science and the connectionists school gave additional fruits as in Smolenski [19] , [20] who introduced Kronecker products in an effort to merge symbolic and conceptual representations in neural networks, Pale [21] , [22] , [23] who introduced holographic distributed representations of compositional data structures based on a type of convolution algebra. An interesting parallel is that of Kanerva's Binary Spatter Codes (BSC) [24] [25] [26] . More recently, Galant and Okaywe [27] used vectorized knowledge representations. There is also a stated equivalence of the previous models with Geometric Algebra due to Aerts [28] . Aerts and Gabora [29] , [30] were also able to present an equivalent generic theory of concepts on Hilbert spaces based on the SCOP model, a generalization of quantum mechanics formalism [31] , [32] .
The previous approaches, although independently developed, they can also be studied in comparison with the recent adoption by Jaeger [33] , [34] , [35] of the "Conceptor" principle, a kind of abstract idea (concept) formed by a network in an effort to deepen understanding of the power of the so called, reservoir computing model [36] , [37] , [38] . In this new paradigm exceeding the power of standard neural networks, great flexibility is offered by an increase of dimensionality due to the introduction of a reservoir holding a great number of instants from the trajectory of an appropriate high dimensional dynamical system which could also be a recurrent neural network. The trajectory is also influenced by external perturbation coming for simple, linear networks accepting inputs from sensors while a second linear network performs a sampling of the resulting evolution to extract the outputs via a simple regression scheme. Introduction of the conceptor principle may also allow for a new, dynamic type of knowledge representations since a kind of logical calculus is enabled between them. This is strongly associated to the recently becoming acute problem of interpretability, due to the lack of complete understanding of how modern, extremely complex AI entities reach their conclusions [39] . It would be of great interest to know if there are measures able to discern the formation of a conceptron configuration in a holographic network of distributed computations.
Recently, Yilmaz [40] , [41] , [42] introduced an interesting simplification with the realization of cellular automata reservoir computing (ReCA). Bye [43] as well as Nichele and Molund [44] , [45] continued along similar lines verifying the power of the ReCA model for deep learning. In these works, the reservoir is represented by many instances of one or more 1D or 2D CA of which the rules have been chosen close to the so called, "edge-of-chaos" area which are directly associated with universal computing power like the already proven Turing universal, rule 110 [46] and the "Game-of-Life" [47] . In the next section we apply a transformation of the original proposal by Yilmaz, by developing a general procedure for the direct decomposition of any 1D CA configuration into a set of orthogonal indicators for each specific neighborhood which is of theoretical interest rather than practical computations while in section 3, we develop a more economical approach towards a semi-linearization of the dynamics with the previously found projectors serving to correct the remaining nonconforming parts. Our interest is in extracting afterwards a particular translation of the dynamics in the frequency or wavelength domain for applications in distributed and reservoir computing according to the previously exposed paradigm. In section 4, we provide an alternative proposal for distributed computations based on a multi-agent system of active routers which serve as the reservoir in the sense originally proposed by Yilmaz. We close by further examining the significance of the feasibility of such ambient systems.
Neighborhood specific orthogonal decomposition
In this and subsequent section we shall make use of the following notations. An all zeros and all ones vectors shall be written as 0 and 1 while I shall denote the identity linear operator. The sum of digit of a binary vector shall be denoted as Σ(x). We shall also denote the complement of a binary vector x as In previous work [46] we proposed a particular decomposition for all CA dynamics in a pair of linear and non-linear maps the first being realized with simple circulant filters. To complete the representation and contrast it to the one presented later on, we show how to construct a complete, analytical representation out of these two maps. We restrict attention to 1D CA defined by a lattice of binary valued L cells and a transition rule which can always be compressed into a single integer as ) ,..., ( ) ( 
The polynomial map is to be defined as follows. Given that the interior filter 
In what follows, we shall attempt a different approach for 1D CA, in an effort to approximate as much as possible a unitary approach with a minimal perturbation, especially for the class of certain Turing universal rules as rule 110. According to recent work by Riedel and Zenil [49] it is possible to find methods by which universality can be emulated via the introduction of certain special patterns also termed, "compilers" that serve to translate the behavior of a 1D CA with another. This severely broadens the notion of universality which becomes then ubiquitous given appropriate pattern classifiers that could also be stated in terms of certain intelligent output filters as those provided by advanced regression filters met in the general Machine Learning (ML) and Neural Network literature.
We next consider a method by which a complete, pattern specific set of projection operators ( ) ( ) 
We notice that application over complements leads to a multinomial expansion since (6) where
. As a final result, the set of all projectors must satisfy a kind of resolution of the identity of the form The resulting matrix is shown in fig. 1 , and it has been previously introduced in the Langlet transform that has been reviewed in a book by Zaus [50] on hypercubical calculus. All orthogonal components resulting from any decomposition by the projectors in (1) will necessarily have integer encodings belonging to pairs with positive values of (7).
Next, we introduce a total evolution operator With the aid of (9) any 1D CA evolution can now be written in the form
Next, assume we want to know the dual Fourier representation of (9) to a wavelength or frequency domain. We first notice that (10) contains essentially 2 |N| componentwise products of exactly |N| elements and in analogy with the convolution theorem for function products any such product y 1 …y N can be inverted with a set of convolution integrals over their Fourier transforms. At this point we can again make use the fundamental property for the diagonalization of circulant filters. The same logic when applied in (10) results in the total expression on a wavelength domain as
Some care is required regarding the sign factor |N| -Σ m where Σ m stands for the sum of digits of each neighborhood due to the need for inclusion of complements in the summand of (11).
For each zero of a neighborhood we should have the sign factor can be extracted outside the resulting multi-convolution integral. We note in passing that the expression reached has some analogies with the analysis of non-linear filters with multiple responses originally made by Wiener and Volterra [51] , [52] . While the complexity of (11) appears to be exponential, care is taken in the next section to reduce this in only a single strictly linear contribution and a few correcting terms using only a minimal number of the total projectors possible. . Such a feat is not possible for the cases of interest as for instance, the Turing universal rule (110) 2 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) since universality is related to a type of quasi-chaotic, generally undecidable behavior that would require at least exponential resources to fully linearize as for instance, in the case of endless memory increase. Yet, it is possible to find types of multi-dimensional indexing that allow splitting the original into a mostly linear part and a minimal remnant that can be effectively treated with the projectors defined in the previous section.
Before entering the specifics of the method we will make an important distinction between two sets of rules of which one can be truncated into a ternary alphabet for easing the desired split. This second set is associated with the well known Langton λ parameter [53] That is we ask for a triplet of mask values capable of projecting each and every one of the unique combinations of three Booleans into the appropriate variables of the truncated rule. Such a problem cannot be globally solvable with only three unknown integer variables. We also mention that promoting the mask values into rationals like c i = p i /q i only results after simplification into a set of four integer parameters with p i and q i as factors which is still not globally solvable. After trial and error one finds that one of the closest possible approximations is given by a mask c T = (1, 0, 0) which only gives the (mod 2) sequence r mod2 for all neighborhoods and of which the distance is |r T -r mod2 | = 2 at positions 3 and 7 hence, one can rewrite (13) as
The new convolution mask for K is simply (1, 1, 0) immediately results in α = -1, β = -2 so that we finally obtain
The Fourier dual of (16) can now be immediately derived following the general recipe given at the end of section 2 as (17) In (17), λ 1 and λ 2 stand for the diagonal forms of the K + and K -filter matrices in the case of a symmetric 3-neighborhood while the sign inversion in the inverted 110 P term follows the convention of section 2 for the necessary change of the DC component. The inverted form can be seen as a single composite signal passing through a pair of linear filter cascades with appropriate bandwidth which could even be made to correspond to some appropriately layered material. More on possible realizations follow in the next section.
Other examples of potentially useful rules for "edge of chaos" computing in the reservoir model can be found via the study of Lyapunov exponents [54] , [55] . One such rule with interesting behavior as reported in [55] is the rule (106) 2 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0). This part from the previous example in that it does not belong to the subset of efficient truncations thus it has to be used as is for the optimization scenario in (14) . We immediately observe from its binary expansion that it satisfies |r T -r mod2 | = 2 for positions 6 and 7 hence it can be translated exactly as in (16) Translation on the frequency/wavelength domain follows as before. In the last section we examine possible applications of the reformulation of the dynamics in the field of reservoir computing along the lines already described in the introduction.
Active Router Multi-Agent Systems (ARMAS) and the Hologrid proposal
In an ordinary understanding of distributed computation, one would expect each separate mode in expansions like that of (17) being separately realized by independent parts of an entire system with sufficient number of complementary units responsible for updating the total spectrum via delayed measurements with a depth according to the available bandwidth. This poses a problem with respect to memory requirements, yet there is a much simpler implementation utilizing the fact that such frequency expansions allow a reinterpretation of any CA as a single signal compressed representation of the state of a whole array. There are several extensions to this scheme for spectral based, analog computing on which we have commented in a previous work [56] . Methods for effectively encoding the coefficients of a spectral representation are readily available in telecommunications, mobile telephony and optical fibers as in the case of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) [57] or Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [58] which bring about the additional ingredient of a certain similarity with Hilbert spaces with the inner product being replaced by a temporal average.
Regarding the reservoir computing proposal, it is in principle possible to create many dispersed local reservoirs using a multi-agent approach [59] . We shall then have to introduce a type of "active router" which does not merely retransmit messages via some address lookup table. Instead, any such is equipped with a bank of all-pass, ideally lossless filters [60] , [61] of which a cascade realizes a complete update step for the incoming signal. Assuming also an appropriate tagging system indicating the next agent to act as a receiver, the totality of such agents realizes a complete cycle keeping a set of trajectory instances as {x n , x n+1 ,…,x n + m } where m the number of local agents available. It is for long known in algorithmic theory that many other computing operations can always be translated into single loop, branchless instructions [62] although the particular articulations are beyond our scope.
Such a local collection of agents can always be supported by a set of nearby sensors and simple one layer regression modules to feed appropriate perturbations into some of the instances of any trajectory so as to realize a complete reservoir computing unit capable of locally analyzing the flow of materials, vehicles or other human activities. A perhaps selfsimilar hierarchy of such units could then be made to extend across a larger environment as a kind of symbiotic, cybernetic organism, cross-feeding between different layers of abstractions. A complete study and simulation of a similar system will require a separate series of articles. Lastly, we mention one additional theoretical possibility that has been touched at a simpler level in a previous work [63] . In principle, one can theorize on any sufficiently noisy background as being infinite dimensional. It then presents us with the possibility of using it as a natural reservoir given appropriate filtering techniques and table lookups for isolating interesting substructures to be used as the set of some trajectory instances. Notaby, the arithmetized version of a multitude of Turing machines (TM) possible as given in [63] , allows a direct transfer into an OFDM/OWDM protocol such that an ideal, infinite bandwidth signal or equivalently, any TM/UTM working on a (mod p) with cyclic boundary conditions can be realized in the Fourier domain using simply additive waveform synthesis techniques to replace any read/write operations. Moreover, Gaussian noise spectra can be classified as the infinite limits of successive convolutions [64] which could allow for a specialized application of certain holographic representations directly upon the noisy substrate offered by the broadband EM spectrum. An appropriate use of convolution and correlation algebras [65] may then allow for the imposition of certain pseudo-Hamiltonian structures the details of which will be presented in subsequent work.
Discussion and conclusions
We report a new technique for the neighborhood decomposition of any elementary 1D CA which can be utilized for the replacement of the analytic expression of any such CA dynamics of polynomial complexity. The resulting tool is then used to simplify the dynamics in a dual Fourier domain, standing for a holographically implemented CA via a split linearization method which leads to a special class of multi-convolution kernels. We comment on the combined use of this technique with a recent proposal of a CA based reservoir computing for computations near the edge-of-chaos capable of supporting deep learning operations and we delve into the technical details necessary for the realization of similar distributed computing as an ambient, immersive A.I. using appropriately defined "active routers" and filter banks. Possible beneficial uses include industrial applications and self-organized factories as in future space colonies or asteroid mining operations, underwater and deep sea operations with appropriate modifications for the acoustic spectrum, and similar.
We should stress the fact that realization of similar systems may also lead to enhanced surveyance mechanisms with the capacity of real time decision making, drone swarm cooperation and guidance and other similar possibilities. As these may contravene recent protests and forewarnings on the future of privacy, human rights and other sensitive matters, the author would like to ensure that the present report neither addresses nor endorses any such use for extreme policing or similar and only the theoretical and technical feasibility is here reported. On the other hand, the present state of evolution and the overall computing power increase in the relevant fields call for deeper examination of the complexities and the ramifications involved in the massive interaction of humans and distributed machine intelligence, as already requested by the so called, "friendly A. I." [66] , movement. 
